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The content seems to focus on the simpliest part of the user interface (e.g. formulas). There is minimal
content on the other commonly used features that a business user might need. The table of contents, for
example, does not mention (1) Office Link's parent/child dropdown menu (2) the easy zooming features
in Excel. Thus, an audience for this text would not be made aware of these features. This was the only

reader complaint. The material covers spreadsheet functions and formulas that new users of Excel might
want to be aware of. Particularly noteworthy is the coverage of formulas for formatting, filling and

otherwise manipulating data. The coverage of conditional formatting and of macros are also quite broad.
I found this to be an in-depth review of the Excel basics. While the content was very good, it suffered

from one weak link: it didn't mention macros. This review doesn't have Macros that teach the beginner
Excel functions like Fill, Format, and Freeze. Macro functions are the bread and butter of the program.
Macro functions (macros) can be valuable in the classroom, and very effective in self-paced learning.

This reviewer wishes that the text had been better about macro functions. The author also included the
functionality of additional applications included in Excel, including conditional formatting, data validation,
pivot tables, pivot charts, charts, pull-down menu, and list pages. The best part is that he explained how
all this functionality works and where to find it, which eliminates the guesswork. The book takes a step-

by-step approach with plenty of examples, screenshots, and illustrations to help users master the
features of Excel. Following that up, there are many practice exercises that will allow you to test your

knowledge. This book has everything you need to learn to use Excel, from the basics to the intermediate
level.
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This book has three sections: Module 1 covers important basic concepts of Excel; Module 2 describes
best practice styles for data analysis; Module 3 provides practice for statistical and business

modelling with Excel. The book can be used as a single textbook because the contents are relevant
to every stage of a beginner’s Excel career. While the book focuses on tips, tricks, and strategies, it
is also a reference for a beginner’s knowledge of the functions they will use in day-to-day work. Of

course, none of the tips or tricks are designed to replace a good Excel tutorial. The text is clear, easy
to understand, and to the point. However, it is not a great reference. The tables and figures make
the book heavier. Even though the book was reviewed by experienced Excel users, they found the
text to be too dense. Better organizational tools could be provided by a greater emphasis on the

definitions and examples found in the text. The book focuses on the functions and not as much on
the formulas used to define tables or combine data. An example such as a “Table with borders for

compatibility with Excels calculation” is provided to illustrate how borders can be used in Excel
calculations. The organization of this text is excellent, starting with a short explanation of different
Excel versions and moving on to different types of work. Excel 2003 is then covered, followed by

Excel 2007, and finally Excel 2010. Each chapter covers three major types of work: basic work, best
practice work, and reference work. The next section presents the basics of the Excel toolbar,

followed by the basics of selecting a cell or a range of cells. The chapter includes information such as
which shapes can be used, and how to format a cell to contain a specific number of characters. This
is followed by a thorough discussion of menu options, such as the list of cells. The chapter moves on

to how to work with functions, formulas, and worksheets. 5ec8ef588b
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